Jess Jacobs is an actress, speaker and advocate. She is co-founder of a women-led, New York based production company, Invisible Pictures, whose mission is to develop, finance and produce film, television, documentary and digital content with a focus on stories not normally represented in dominant culture. Invisible Pictures has a mandate for authenticity, which is achieved through an inclusive development process in which any community represented in the content is a part of building the narrative, in front of and behind the camera.

Jess speaks on authenticity and how gender equality can solve our greatest social and economic disparities. She is one of Real Leaders Magazine’s 100 Visionary Leaders (2018) and is an alumna of the Schusterman Foundation’s REALITY Israel trip for women in leadership. She supports NOW-NYC, a 501c4 promoting women’s health rights domestically, and Peer Health Exchange, a national non-profit changing the way sex education is taught in the US.